Introduction
In epitaxial high-!T c superconducting films with the crystallographic c axis normal to the plane of the film, conduction along the film occurs in the a-b plane. Electrons are responsible for 30-50 percent of thermal conduction in the a-b plane of single-crystal YBa2Cu 3 0 7 near its critical temperature, T c = 92 K (Cohn et al, 1992b; Hagen et al., 1989) , and 30-40 percent of thermal conduction in the a-b plane of single crystal Bi 2 Sr 2 CaiCu 2 0 8 near T c = 89 K (Crommie and Zettl, 1990) . Lattice vibrations, the energy quanta of which are phonons, account for the remaining fraction of the thermal conduction. Boundary scattering reduces the effective thermal conductivity along a film when the mean free path of a carrier is of the order of or larger than the film thickness. Determination of the effective conductivity along epitaxial high-T c superconducting films must consider the mean free paths and contributions to the total conductivity of electrons and phonons in the absence of boundary scattering. At present, none of these quantities is known for temperatures lower than the critical temperature.
Epitaxial superconducting films possess great promise for application in electronic circuits (Van Duzer, 1988) . The performance of superconducting devices, such as Josephson junctions, in hybrid electronic circuits is affected by temperature fields, the prediction of which requires the thermal conductivity (Flik and Hijikata, 1990; Lavine and Bai, 1990) . The liquidnitrogen bolometer is an infrared radiation detector that exploits the drastic change of electrical resistivity with temperature of a high-T c superconducting film at the midpoint of its transition. The film and substrate thermal conductivities are required for the determination of the thermal behavior of this device Kumar and Joshi, 1990) . The thermal conductivity of superconducting films is required for the analysis of the thermal stability and the voltage response of thinfilm microbridges irradiated by an electron-beam Tien, 1990a, 1990b; . Uher (1990) reviewed research on thermal conduction in high-7; superconductors. Single crystals of high-7; superconductors are assumed to possess equal thermal conductivities in the a and b directions, and a different conductivity in the c direction. This assumption is a good approximation for YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 because of its orthorhombic, nearly tetragonal crystal structure. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the electron and phonon contributions to the conductivity are limited by scattering on defects in the lattice, such as point defects, stacking faults, and grain boundaries, as well as electron-phonon scattering. In thin films, the boundaries of the film can increase the rate of scattering. Flik and Tien (1990c) determined the thermal conductivity as a function of temperature and film thickness of polycrystalline YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 films, in which phonons dominate the thermal conduction. Their analysis did not consider electron transport and is not valid for the a-b plane of epitaxial films. Calculation of the size effect for this case requires knowledge of the contributions of electrons and phonons to the a-b plane thermal conductivity in the superconducting state. Geilikman and Kresin (1974) obtained theories for thermal conduction in superconductors that are in agreement with experimental data for low-temperature superconductors for the cases of electron conduction limited by defect scattering and phonon conduction limited by electron scattering. Wolkhausen (1989, 1990 ) modified the theory of Bardeen et al. (1959) for the phonon conductivity to account for the scattering of phonons on the defects in high-T c superconductors. Measurements of the a-b plane thermal conductivity of single-crystal YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 were reported by Hagen et al. (1989) , Cohn et al. (1992a Cohn et al. ( , 1992b , who calculated the phonon conductivity in the superconducting state using the theory of Tewordt and Wolkhausen (1990) , and Peacor et al. (1991) , who measured the influence of magnetic field strength on the thermal conductivity.
This work develops a new technique for calculating the a-b plane thermal conductivity of epitaxial high-r c supercon-ducting films from measurements performed on a crystal in which boundary scattering is negligible. The technique is illustrated in the flowchart in Fig. 2 . In the absence of boundary scattering, the mean free path of normal-state electrons below the critical temperature is calculated from normal-state electrical resistivity data. The electron thermal conductivity in the absence of boundary scattering in the superconducting state is calculated from the electron mean free path using kinetic theory and the two-fluid model for electrons in superconductors (Gorter and Casimir, 1934; Shoenberg, 1952) . The phonon conductivity is obtained by subtracting the electron contribution from measured data in a large crystal, and the phonon mean free path is determined using kinetic theory. For a thin film, the effect of boundary scattering is analyzed separately for the electron and phonon contributions using the approximate relations of Flik and Tien (1990c) . The technique is applied to epitaxial YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 films using the a-b plane electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity data of Cohn et al. (1992b) for a single crystal. The effective thermal conductivity calculated in this work is not a material parameter. It is a geometry-dependent constant, the multiplication of which with the temperature gradient in the a-b plane of the film yields the thermal energy flux in the direction of this gradient.
Electron Thermal Conductivity
This section determines the electron mean free path and thermal conductivity in the absence of boundary scattering. The effect of boundary scattering is considered in the section entitled "Size Effect."
Fig. 2 Flowchart of the technique for determining the effective thermal conductivity along epitaxial high-T c superconducting films
The mean free path of a carrier A is the average distance it travels between consecutive collisions. Matthiessen's rule (Ziman, 1960) relates the electron mean free path A e to the electron mean free path limited by scattering on phonons, A^, defects, A ed , electrons A e , e , and boundaries, A efc ,
(1) The-mean free paths for individual scattering mechanisms are unobservable. They describe the hypothetical situation where Transactions of the ASME all other scattering mechanisms are inactive. In this section, thermal conduction is examined in the absence of boundary scattering, and the last term on the right is zero. Later in this section, it will be shown that the third term on the right is negligible compared to the second, leaving only the defect and phonon-limited terms. The mean free path of electrons limited by defect scattering A ? ,rf is independent of temperature. In a normal metal, this mean free path is related to the residual electrical resistivity p d , the electrical resistivity in the limit of zero temperature, by (Ziman, 1960) (2) y e,d-2>
p d ne where v e is the electron velocity, m* is the effective electron mass, n is the free-electron number density per unit volume, and e is the electron charge. Fiory et al. (1990) calculated m* and n for transport in the a-b plane of YBa2Cu 3 0 7 from measurements of the effect of electrostatic charge density modulation on the inductance of an epitaxial YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 film. This technique provides the most accurate measurements of these properties presently available and was applied to films with thicknesses from 300 to 1000 A. These film thicknesses are much larger than the mean free path of electrons in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 , which are calculated later in the present analysis. The data reported for the sample with the lowest normal-state electrical resistivity are employed in the present analysis, m* = 4.3 x 10~3 0 kg and n = 7.0 x 10 27 m" 3 . A net flux of charge or energy through a plane is carried by electrons possessing energy very near the Fermi energy, E F . In a Fermi free-electron gas, the Fermi energy is the chemical potential at zero temperature in the Fermi-Dirac energy distribution function (Kittel, 1986) (2) cannot be measured directly in a superconductor because a superconductor is not electrically resistive below its critical temperature. The residual resistivity is deduced from the experimentally measured electrical resistivity at higher temperatures using Matthiessen's rule,
where p s is the electrical resistivity resulting from phonons. The electrical resistivity resulting from phonons is determined using the formula of Bloch (1930),
where 6 is the Debye temperature, p e is a constant that depends on the material, and f is a function defined here. The Debye temperature 6 = 470 K of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 is determined from experimental specific-heat data in the following section. The class of Debye integrals J p (q) is defined by
Equation (5) was derived by neglecting electron-phonon umklapp processes and assuming that the distribution of phonons that scatter electrons is equal to the thermal equilibrium distribution of phonons in the Debye model of lattice vibrations. Electron-phonon umklapp processes do not conserve the vectorial sum of the electron and phonon momenta. The Bloch formula is in excellent agreement with experimental data for normal metals. The normal-state a-b plane electrical resistivity of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 epitaxial films and single crystals varies almost linearly with temperature (Penney et al., 1988; Stormer et al., 1988) , which is accommodated within a few percent by Eqs.
(4) and (5). Equations (4) and (5) yield the residual resistivity from the total resistivity and its temperature derivative at a reference temperature T R ,
T=T R When evaluated with 6 = 470 K, the first quantity in brackets is equal to 44.0 K at T R = 110 K, and 238.1 K at T R = 300 K. Using the electrical resistivity measured by Cohn et al. (1992b) for specimen CR3, the residual electrical resistivity is pj = 0.57 /^flm and the electron mean free path limited by defect scattering given by Eq. (2) is A erf = 63 A. The electron mean free path limited by scattering on electrons, the inverse of the third term on the right of Eq. (1), is estimated by considering the decay of the electrostatic potential due to a single electron in an electron gas (Kittel, 1986) . In a metal containing free electrons, the electrostatic potential due to a single electron is proportional to exp( -r/r s ), where r is the distance from the electron, r s = (r B /4) W2 n~U 6 is a length that depends on the material, and r B = 5.30 x 10~ " m is the Bohr radius. The electron mean free path limited by scattering on electrons is approximately A ec = (nA)~\ where A is the scattering cross section for electron-electron collisions. The scattering cross section is approximately the product of the area of a circle of radius r s and the factor is almost three orders of magnitude larger than A eirf calculated from the electrical resistivity as described above, and contributes negligibly to the sum on the right of Eq. (1). Therefore, electron-electron collisions are neglected in the present analysis.
The electron thermal conductivity limited by phonon scattering in a normal metal is predicted by (Wilson, 1953) 
where L 0 is the Lorenz number, p g is the constant of Eq. (5), N a = 7.5 x 10 28 m~3 is the number density of atoms in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 , and x is a function defined here. Equation (8) is based on the same assumptions as Eq. (5). In the present analysis, Eq. (8) is approximated by omitting the first bracketed term. This simplification results in an error of less than 34 percent in the ratio A SiS (7") /A e<s (T c ), which is employed in the present analysis. The error approaches 34 percent only at the lowest temperatures, where the importance of electron-phonon scattering is negligible compared to that of electron-defect scattering, limiting the effect of this error on the electron conductivity. Kinetic theory yields an expression for the electron thermal conductivity of a normal metal, k e -CeVgAg/3, where C e is the electron specific heat per unit volume (Ziman, 1960) . The electron specific heat of a normal metal is C e -yT, where y is the Sommerfeld parameter. Based on these relations and the simplified form of Eq. (8), the temperature dependence of the electron mean free path limited by phonon scattering is
The Sommerfeld parameter is given by (Ziman, 1960 )
This expression yields y = 140 J m~3 K" 2 for YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 . In kinetic theory, transport of thermal energy by a single carrier type through a reference plane depends on the flux of carriers through that plane from one side, <f>, and their exchange length with respect to the plane, L (Rohsenow and Choi, 1961) . The exchange length is the average distance carriers passing through the plane have traveled normal to the plane since their previous collisions. In an isotropic medium in equilibrium these parameters are $ = Nv/A, where N is the number density of carriers and v is their average velocity, and L = 2A.fi. In the present analysis, electron conduction in the a-b plane of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 is determined based on these quantities.
The electrons in a superconductor are modeled as existing in two states, the superconducting state and the normal state. The electron entropy per unit volume, S, is assumed to be a function of the entropy per unit volume the electrons would possess if they were all normal, S", and the fraction of the electrons that are in the normal state, X. Although the parameters X and S" are independent in nonequilibrium states, in stable equilibrium states they are related through temperature, X = X( T) and S" -S" (T).An electron passing through a plane is assumed to contribute to the quantity S" as if it were part of an electron gas in equilibrium at the temperature of its previous collision. The superconductor coherence length £ is the distance over which a disturbance in the number density of superconducting electrons propagates. In the a-b plane of YBa 2 Cu 3 07, the superconductor coherence length is approximately 1.2 nm (Salamon, 1989) . It will be shown in the present analysis that the a-b plane electron mean free path varies between A e = 6.3 nm at zero temperature and A e = 4.5 nm at the critical temperature in this material. This indicates that the distance over which parameter X is free to vary, £, is somewhat smaller than the mean free path, A e . To account for this, the electrons traveling in either direction through a reference plane are assumed to exhibit a parameter X characteristic of the local temperature at the reference plane.
To determine the electron thermal conductivity in the superconducting state, the flux of thermal energy through the x-z plane located by y = 0 is calculated based on a temperature field T(y) with T(y = 0) = T 0 . The entropy flux through the plane due to electrons traveling in the positive y direction is Js = $S*/n = v e S + /4, where S + is the entropy per unit volume of these electrons as they reach the plane. Similarly, the entropy flux due to electrons traveling in the negative y direction is Js = v e S~/4, where S~ is the entropy per unit volume of those electrons as they reach the plane. The average of the y coordinates of the locations of the previous collisions of carriers traveling through the plane in the positive y location is -L = -2A c /3. The average of the y coordinates of the locations of the previous collisions of carriers traveling through the plane in the negative y direction is 2A,,/3.
The net flux of entropy resulting from electron transport is
The temperature of the solid at points near the plane y = 0 is evaluated using Taylor's theorem for the function T(y). Terms containing derivatives of second and higher order are neglected. Similarly, Taylor expansions yield the variation of S = S(S",X) with respect to S" and X about S" = S"{T 0 ) and X = X(T 0 ), and the variation of S"(T) and X(T) with respect to T about T -T 0 . Equation (11) The two-fluid model of electrons in the superconducting state (Gorter and Casimir, 1934; Shoenberg, 1952) provides the results S(S n , X) = S"X in and X = (T/T c ) 4 in equilibrium states at temperatures below T c . In the present analysis the former relation is assumed to hold also in nonequilibrium states. Based on the Fermi free-electron model, the entropy of a normal electron gas is S"(T) = yT. The flux of thermal energy J E is assumed to be the product of the temperature at the reference plane and the entropy flux,
The electron thermal conductivity at a temperature of T •• is
Because the electron mean free path limited by defect scattering is independent of temperature, the normalized electron thermal conductivity limited by defect scattering is
^W-V. (15) keATc) \TJ ( '
In Fig. 3 , this simple result for the defect-limited electron thermal conductivity of superconductors is compared to that obtained by Geilikman and Kresin (1974) (9) and (14) yield the electron thermal conductivity limited by phonon scattering,
This result is also shown in Fig. 3 . The phonon-limited electron thermal conductivity drops' more gradually with decreasing temperature than its defect-limited counterpart because the phonon number density decreases with decreasing temperature. The phonon-limited electron thermal conductivity is finite at low temperatures, due to the competing effects of a phonon number density and a normal-state electron number density, which both decrease with decreasing temperature. The lowtemperature limit of k e<s cannot be observed experimentally because defect scattering limits the electron thermal conductivity. The electron thermal conductivity above the critical temperature k e (T c ) is calculated from the a-b plane electrical resistivity p above the critical temperature using the Wiedemann-Franz law,
where t\ is predicted by (Wilson, 1953 )
The functions f and x are defined in Eqs. (5) and (8), respectively. The coefficient r\ approaches unity at temperatures either large or small compared to the Debye temperature 6, and achieves a minimum value at a temperature less than 6. The larger the magnitude of the defect resistivity, indicated by the ratio Pd/f>e< the closer is TJ to unity at temperatures comparable to 6. When scattering on defects dominates over scattering on phonons, Eq. (17) may be used with T\ = 1. The values of the parameters p d , n, and N a are given for YBa2Cu 3 0 7 in this section and 6 = 470 K is calculated in the following section. The parameter p e is determined to be 3.9 jifim by fitting Eqs. (4) and (5) to the electrical resistivity data of Cohn et al. (1992b) . The coefficient q is larger than 0.91 at all temperatures, and the deviation of i? from unity is neglected in the present analysis. The electron mean free path A e is calculated at temperatures greater than the critical temperature using Eq. (17) and the relations k e = C e v e A e /3 and C e = yT. At lower temperatures, it is determined using Eqs. (9), (2), and (1). The electron thermal conductivity in the superconducting state is calculated using Eq. (14).
Phonon Conductivity and Mean Free Path
The a-b plane thermal conductivity k is the sum of the electron component k e and the phonon component k s (Wilson, 1953) fC Ka "T KS,
The phonon thermal conductivity is obtained by subtracting the predicted electron contribution from the experimentally measured a-b plane thermal conductivity. The phonon mean free path A s is calculated from the phonon thermal conductivity using the relation from kinetic theory for the phonon thermal conductivity (Ziman, 1960) ,
where C s is the specific heat per unit volume of phonons. The velocity v s is the average speed of sound, which can be calculated from the measured velocity of longitudinal sound waves vi and transverse sound waves v, using vl = 3/{2/v] + l/i> 3 ). It is likely that the average sound velocity is anisotropic in single-crystal YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 , i.e., that it has a value along the c axis different from that in the a-b plane. However, this anisotropy has not been experimentally demonstrated because the small size of available single crystals has prevented the accurate measurement of the absolute magnitude of the velocity of sound. Saint-Paul et al. (1988) showed that the transverse and longitudinal sound velocities vary with temperature by less than 5 percent of their absolute magnitude from 40 K to 160 K. The present analysis uses an average sound velocity, which is independent of temperature between 0 K and 120 K. The average sound velocity is obtained from measurements of the Debye temperature 6 using (Kittel, 1986) 
where N a = 7.5 x 10 m is the number density of atoms in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 . The Debye temperature is determined from experimental data for the phonon specific heat using (Ziman, 1960)
where the Debye integral J p (q) is defined in Eq. (6). Beckman et al. (1987) showed that 97 percent of the specific heat of bulk YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 is due to lattice vibrations. In the present analysis, the phonon specific heat of single-crystal YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 is calculated from measurements of the total specific heat of poly crystalline bulk samples. The specific heat of the porous bulk samples is multiplied by the ratio of the mass density of a perfect single crystal to the measured mass density of the bulk samples. From 40 K to 120 K the data of Lang et al. (1988) are used, and from 10 K to 40 K the data of Ferreira et al. (1988) are used. Since the measurements at 40 K differed by 17 percent, the low-temperature data are multiplied by the ratio C(40 K, Lang et al., 1988 )/C(40 K, Ferreira et al., 1988) to provide a smooth transition. The specific heat C s at 100 K is 1170 kJ m~3 K -1 . The Debye temperature calculated using Eq. (22) varies from 6 = 390 K at a temperature of 10 K to 6 = 520 K at a temperature of 120 K. For the present analysis, the Debye temperature 8 = 470 K at a temperature of 90 K is employed, from which Eq. (21) 
Size Effect
The reduction of the conductivity of a heat carrier along a film resulting from boundary scattering is calculated from the ratio of the film thickness to the bulk mean free path, 5 = d/A, using the approximate theory of Flik and Tien (1990c) 
where k^ is the thermal conductivity along the thin film and k is the bulk conductivity. For 5 < 1, Equations (23) and (24) are applied to the electron and phonon systems separately, yielding the effective conductivity of each carrier type from its bulk conductivity and mean free path, properties determined in the previous sections. The thermal conductivity of the film is equal to the sum of the reduced electron and phonon components. The use of Eqs. (23) and (24) neglects the anisotropy of epitaxial YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 . These equations were derived for an isotropic material in which the ends of the free paths originating from a point fall on the surface of a sphere in the absence of boundary scattering. An estimate of the effect of phononboundary scattering on conduction in an anisotropic film indicates the error resulting from this simplification. The ratio of the phonon mean free path in the a-b plane to that along the c axis is approximately the square root of the ratio of the thermal conductivities,
xn (Flik and Tien, 1990c) . The conductivity ratio is k a _ b /k c ~ 5 in YBa2Cu 3 0 7 (Hagen et al., 1989) . The ends of the free paths originating from a point are assumed to fall on the surface of an ellipsoid whose axis of rotational symmetry is normal to the a-b plane, whose height normal to the a-b plane is 2A ic , and whose cross section in the a-b plane containing the origination point is a circle of radius A S:a _ b . The effect of boundary scattering is calculated using the technique of Flik and Tien (1990c) with A-s ,a-b -Anisotropic. Neglecting the anisotropy results in an overestimation of the size effect. The error is 36 percent for 5 « 1, 12 percent for 5=1, and approaches zero for 5 » 1.
The large anisotropy of the electrical resistivity, p c /p a -b ~ 250 above T c in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 indicates that one or more of the quantities m*, n, or the electron scattering time T = A e /v e is less favorable for transport parallel to the c axis than for a-b plane transport. If either n or T is responsible, the fraction of electron free paths that terminate at the film boundaries is smaller than that in an isotropic film, and the present analysis overpredicts the size effect on the electron thermal conduction. The electron contribution to the total conductivity is smaller than that of phonons, particularly at temperatures below the critical temperature, reducing the importance of this error. It will be shown that the size effect on the phonons dominates over the size effect on the electrons, further reducing the importance of this error.
Equations (23) and (24) are valid if phonons and electrons are reflected diffusely at the film surface. Diffuse reflection occurs if the carrier wavelength is of the order of or smaller than the standard deviation of the surface profile multiplied by 4-7T (Ziman, 1960) . This is almost certainly satisfied by electrons in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 , which have a wavelength of 2h P /(v e m*) ~ 2 nm. The average phonon wavelength is approximately h P v s /k B T, which in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 at 25 K is 7 nm. In order for diffuse reflection to prevail at this temperature, roughness features of 6 A must be present at the boundaries of the film. Majumdar and Tien (1990) analyzed the condition for diffuse reflection using a fractal description of the surface. If the fractal surface parameters can be determined from experiments, a limiting temperature can be determined above which most reflections are diffuse. Chen and Tien (1992) showed that the diffuse transmission of carriers through the boundaries does not influence the effect of boundary scattering on thermal conduction along a film. At low temperatures, where longer phonon wavelengths may decrease the fraction of phonons that are diffusely transmitted, the fraction of incident phonons transmitted through an interface is reduced by the acoustic mismatch of the two materials (Swartz and Pohl, 1989 ).
Summary of Technique
The technique developed in the present analysis for calculating the effective thermal conductivity in epitaxial high-T^ superconducting films is appropriate for a superconductor in which both electrons and phonons contribute significantly to thermal conduction. Application of the Wiedemann-Franz law using normal-state electrical resistivity data has indicated that this is the case for the a-b plane of single crystal YB 2 Cu 3 0 7 and Bi 2 Sr 2 Ca!Cu 2 0 8 , as well as for conduction in polycrystalline EuBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 _ A - (Izbizky et al., 1988) and La 2 "^Sr^Cu0 4 with x > 0.3 (Sera et al., 1990 ).
Requirements.
1 The electrical resistivity p(T), T c < T < 300 K, and the thermal conductivity k(T), 20 K < T < 300 K of a large specimen. 2 The specific heat of the material, which is dominated by phonons, C S (T), 20 K < T < 300 K. 3 The effective mass m* and number density n of electrons. Procedure 1 Equations from the Sommerfeld free-electron model modified by an effective electron mass yield the properties of electrons. Calculate v e using Eq. (3) and 7 using Eq. (10). 2 Equations from the Debye model yield the properties of phonons. Calculate 6 from the data C S (T) using Eq. (22), and calculate v s using Eq. (21). 3 The Bloch formula for the phonon electrical resistivity and Matthiessen's rule yield the defect electrical resistivity. Choose as 7^ the upper temperature of the superconducting to normal-state transition as deduced from p(T). Calculate p d from the data p(T) using Eq. (7). 4 The kinetic-theory formulation of the electrical resistivity yields the electron mean free path limited by defect scattering. Calculate A ed , which is independent of temperature, from p d using Eq. (2). 5 The Wiedemann-Franz law yields the electron thermal conductivity at the critical temperature. Calculate k e (T c ) from p{T R ) and Eq. (17). 6 The kinetic-theory formulation of the thermal conductivity yields the electron mean free path at the critical temperature. Calculate A C (T C ) using the normal-state relation, k e (T c ) = C e (T c (T) and A e (T) using Eqs. (23) and (24). 14 Calculate Ar eff (7') by summing k e^s (T) and k s^( T).
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Results and Discussion
In this section, the technique developed in the previous sections for calculating the effective conductivity along high-T^ superconducting films is applied to the a-b plane of epitaxial YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 films. The thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity data employed to calculate the electron and phonon conductivities and mean free paths in the absence of the size effect are those of crystal CR3 of Cohn et al. (1992b) , the only single crystal for which both the electrical resistivity and the thermal conductivity have been reported as functions of temperature. The electron and phonon contributions to the a-b plane thermal conductivity of the crystal are shown in Fig. 4 . The data exhibit the broad peak in the conductivity typical of high-7V superconductors, which results from the phonon contribution to the conductivity. The phonon conductivity increases with decreasing temperature because of the decreasing number density of normal-state electrons, which are important scatterers of phonons. Superconducting electrons do not exchange energy or momentum with the lattice and do not scatter phonons. At temperatures below about 50 K, this enhancement of the phonon conductivity is offset by the decreasing number density of phonons with decreasing temperature. The electron contribution to the conductivity decreases with decreasing temperature because of the diminishing number density of normalstate electrons. Superconducting electrons carry no entropy and do not contribute to heat transport. The electron thermal conductivity is less than 10 percent of the total conductivity below 60 K. Cohn et al. (1992b) fitted the phonon-conductivity formulation of Tewordt and Wolkhausen (1990) to the data at low temperatures, where the electron contribution is negligible, and to the phonon contribution determined using Eqs. (17) and (19) above the critical temperature. They employed different values of the superconductor energy gap compared to that of Bardeen et al, (1957) , A/A B cs> a ratio whose correct value is not known for YBa2Cu 3 0 7 . The phonon conductivity predicted in the present analysis agrees within 10 percent with that of Cohn et al. (1992b) with A/A BC s = 1.6. The present analysis determines that the electron conductivity is limited by defect scattering at temperatures up to the critical temperature, i.e., the second term on the right of Eq. (1) is always larger than the other terms. Each phonon conductivity prediction of Cohn et al. (1992b) , when subtracted from the data, yields an electron conductivity that has a local maximum near 55 K. This is not consistent with the present analysis, nor with the electron conductivity limited by defect scattering of Geilikman and Kresin (1974) . Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the electron and phonon thermal conduction mean free paths in the absence of boundary scattering. The close similarity of the electron and phonon mean free paths above the critical temperature is coincidental and is not reproduced by applying the technique of the present analysis to another crystal. The data are those of Flik et al. (1991) , who developed a technique for fitting the experimentally measured infrared reflectance of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 films in the superconducting state, which yielded the electron mean free path A e . The technique was applied to five films of thicknesses 10 nm, 25 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, and 200 nm. At both 10 K and 78 K, the mean free path data are in excellent agreement with the predictions of the present analysis, with the exception of those for the 10 nm film, which indicate relatively small mean free paths. The different scattering rate in the 10 nm film may have resulted either from a different microstructure or from the increased importance of boundary scattering, since the thickness of the film was comparable to the electron mean free path (Flik et al., 1991) . The electron mean free path increases gradually with decreasing temperature because of the decreasing number density of phonons. The electron mean free path is limited by defect scattering, and therefore depends weakly on temperature and has a magnitude that depends on the microstructure of the sample. The phonon mean free path increases with decreasing , temperature below the critical temperature because of the decreasing number density of normal-state electrons, which scatter phonons. The number density of normal-state electrons is constant above the critical temperature, resulting in a discontinuity in the temperature derivative of the phonon mean free path at the critical temperature. Phonons of wavelength large compared to the dimensions of point defects, dislocations, and impurities scatter less frequently on these defects than phonons of wavelength comparable to or smaller than the dimensions of these defects. The average phonon wavelength is inversely proportional to temperature, and the phonon mean free path increases quickly with decreasing temperature at low temperatures because of a decreasing rate of scattering on defects.
The predicted a-b plane thermal conductivities of epitaxial YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 films of varying thickness d are shown in Fig. 6 . The data are those for a large crystal and are included as the prediction for the limit of very thick films. Boundary scattering is negligible at temperatures above 20 K for a film thickness d = 500 nm. The thermal conductivity of the 50 nm film exhibits a significant size effect for temperatures below 55 K. Since the electron mean free path is much smaller than the film thickness in the entire temperature range, this size effect is due phonon-boundary scattering. The 10 nm film is of thickness comparable with the electron mean free path, which varies slowly with temperature, and boundary scattering is important in the entire temperature range shown. Because of the small relative magnitude of the electron thermal conductivity at low temperatures and the low electron mean free path, a significant size effect on the electron thermal conduction is confined to temperatures greater than 60 K and films of thickness less than 30 nm.
The components of the electron mean free path given in Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 7 . The electron mean free path limited by boundary scattering A C|6 is calculated from Eq. (1) and the theoretical results for A € , s and A Cid . The small relative magnitude of A e , rf indicates that defect scattering is the dominant mechanism limiting electron conduction for each film thickness below 120 K.
Conclusions
The determination of the effective conductivity along epitaxial high-7; superconducting films must consider the size effect on electrons and phonons separately only if the electron thermal conductivity is appreciable. This work shows that in the a-b plane of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 the phonon conductivity dominates over the electron conductivity at temperatures below 60 K, where the size effect in films is of the greatest importance. Below 60 K, the size effect may be calculated considering only phonon conduction.
This work calculates for the first time the mean free path of normal-state electrons in the superconducting state of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 , and the result is in close agreement with data from infrared spectroscopy at 10 K and 78 K. This agreement is a strong endorsement of the simplifications that make the present analysis possible. The electron mean free path is limited by scattering on defects and increases gradually with decreasing temperature to 63 A at 10 K.
The predictions of the present analysis should be compared to experimental data for the thermal conductivity along epitaxial high-r c superconducting films. There is an urgent need for experimental techniques that measure the thermal conductivity in epitaxial thin films such as those considered in this study.
